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ABSTRACT
This chapter provides a broad survey of virtual museums and their developments in a range of contexts from various parts of the world. The focus is on exploring virtual museum platforms and features designed for different purposes and practices, and the prospect of the potential in such virtual environments to meet specific needs in varied contexts. Attention is given particularly to the growing work in Asia, namely, China, Taiwan, Japan, Hong Kong, Thailand and Singapore, which is fast developing, given the rapid technological advancements in the field. Of specific interest are the underlying principles and theoretical perspectives driving studies mediated through digital technologies in various museum settings. Technologically-mediated platforms examined range from Web-based comprising basic text to more complex interactive features, mobile, 3D immersive virtual reality to augmented reality environments with different levels of interactivity and engagement. The pedagogical implications of virtual museum contexts are considered with potential research directions recommended in the growing field of new learning environments in the 21st century.

INTRODUCTION
A museum, as defined according to the International Museum Council (2007), is a ‘non-profit, permanent institution in the service of society and its development, open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity and its environment for the purposes of education, study and enjoyment’ (ICOM Statutes, 2007, art.3, ¶1). Museums ‘present objects layered with information and encourage examination, analysis and questioning’, teach the skills of ‘visual learning and critical thinking—the skills that
Virtual Museums develop lifetime learners’ and ‘invite purposeful use and forge links to the world beyond their walls’ (Sheppard, 2002, p.32). As rich storehouses of cultural heritage practices in visual and material culture, museums play a key role in the promotion of international understanding and cultural exchange. A virtual museum takes this one step further as a museum that exists online with a collection of electronic artifacts and resources in a digitized form. This may include items such as photographs, paintings, drawings, diagrams, audio recordings, video segments, articles and interview transcripts. Virtual museums can be created using basic applications like Microsoft Word, Powerpoint, or web page software. Digital creation of art could be achieved through software such as Net art, Virtual Reality and Digital art with the Internet-based platform displaying digital representations of collections. Various terms have been used interchangeably with ‘virtual’ museum - online, electronic, digital, cyber, web, and hyper-museum. The term used depends upon the background and orientation of the researchers and practitioners working in the field. For purposes of this chapter, the term ‘virtual’ is used in a general sense to refer to various types; specific elaboration of the defining characteristics for particular categories, where relevant, will be unpacked in subsequent sections.

Underlying Principles in Virtual Museum-Based Learning

The key principles identified as relevant to virtual museum-based learning include interactivity, collaboration, personalization (Hawkey, 2004) and engagement. Interactivity is viewed as being ‘predicated on the issue of responsiveness’ and ‘requires that communicants respond to each other’ (Rafaeli, 1988, p.119). Essentially, it encourages being reciprocally active as in a responsive decision-making which initiates and is responded to. In the process, the interaction changes the course of an act. In museum-based learning, interactivity involves participants working with clear educational objectives to understand phenomena through ‘physical exploration which involves choice and initiative’ (Caulton, 1998, p.2). The potential for virtual museums to be interactive can be tapped on in exploiting ‘the Web’s ability to look below the surface, to present the layers of knowledge that museums have not previously been able to show the public’ (Walsh, 1997). The challenge is whether the site allows visitors to do something other than merely read texts. Yuan & Chee (2005) designed an embodied tour guide in an interactive virtual art gallery with the ability to engage conversationally with users about gallery exhibits and to behave non-verbally using gestures and facial expression. Attention was given to the design of non-verbal interactions within the virtual world. with a focus on agent autonomy and believability. (Cerezo, Baldassarri, & Seron, 2007)